Green Energy Supermarkets, Inc.

Green Energy Supermarkets provides;
GESA a complete program that meets a
Supermarket’s core utility needs, but will also
address future demand for energy conservation and
power generation.
We focus on eliminating energy waste by
reducing the overall energy needs, and using
creative energy solutions such as alternativeenergy solar panels. The energy and maintenance
savings begin immediately and there is no
investment necessary by the Supermarket Client.
First, we conduct an energy survey of the
store. Once our team of experts analyzes the
energy usage, we focus on custom solutions for
the HVAC/R and lighting that create real,
sustainable value.

GESA stands for …
Upgraded energy
management systems
Free Ongoing maintenance
of HVAC/R and lighting
Up to 10 % discount on
monthly utility bills
Employee Green Training

Our team are professional
engineers, Grocery Channel
Marketers, LEED accredited
Professionals and Project
Managers.

GESA’s
benefit
include
an improved
supermarket that
is more energy and client,
reliable, and environmentally friendly, as
well as easier to manage; all while reducing energy
costs and exposure to utility price fluctuations.
You will experience vastly improved stores resulting in
increased sales. Shoppers will be enthusiastic
about the new, bright, airy feeling and comfort of your
stores. Supermarkets realize an enhanced public
image by demonstrating environmental responsibility.

Green Energy Supermarkets
saves 10% on utility bills and
100%

on

maintenance

costs… all with no investment
up front.

* These savings will be a direct
increase to the bottom
line profit in a competitive
environment.

How we help you reduce your
monthly energy bills?
With over 25 years experience in the energy conservation sector,
Green Energy Supermarkets and her strategic partners have been
providing their clients energy conservation retrofits that significantly
reduce energy consumption. Our current system includes:
Upgraded energy management systems
Ongoing maintenance of HVAC/R and lighting At
least 10 % discount on monthly utilities bills
Employee training on new equipment at no
additional cost

THE GES
“GREEN TEAM”

Awareness is
the Key;

Utilizing our experienced staff with

Did you know that small changes by

over 20 years of delivering sustainable

occupants of the store can reduce

solutions we can provide you and your

consumption by over 7%*?

supermarket with the following:
We will help identify areas where
Energy efficiency, optimize
store equipment

education and awareness programs
will have a large impact.

Seal your building
Water efficiency, smart landscaping
and Water Sense Fixtures

Our staff will interact with the

Environmentally preferable
purchasing

one and help to develop your own

Supermarket’s employees on day
“Supermarket Green Team”.

Employee education
and awareness
Optimize your recycling

*Big Y, “Energy Awareness Program”, 2002

